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This transcript is auto generated by AI (apologies for any inconsistencies… the Scouse accent is a challenge for 
it). 
 
Testing, testing COVID-19, COVID 19 just in case everybody forgot why we're here. OK, firstly I Can't Sing so 
don't be getting your hopes up. We've had some fantastic speakers today. And it's great to see so many 
people here. Again, our new faces again and keep bringing those new faces here. 

This week we had an awful lot of stuff going on. We had Kenney telling his lies again. 

How do we go from April 6th, that we needed 72% of the population to have two jabs, to six weeks later, 70% 
of the population needing one? 

That's what we in the police would call a bait and switch. 

The bait and switch was to get as many children vaccinated as possible. Despite the fact that Kenney and 
everybody else knows the dangers. And we know Kenney does because he just happened to keep going on 
about Israel. To all my colleagues. In the police. You listen to this piece. 

I follow the stats and have done worldwide. Currently you are 26 times more likely to die from the vaccine 
than all the vaccines for the last 21 years. And that's based on their underestimated an under reported data 
from VAERS, which is about 1%. 

But let's go a little bit further than that. In the UK, they're deliberating whether they should follow the insanity 
of vaccinating children. 12 and up. Because somebody 12 is a child. 

In the UK, when I was a police officer. I kicked the door down. I say this a lot will give you some details about it 
now. It was a 12-year-old had been left alone at home, to look after her two siblings, one six-month-old and 
one 3 year old. That was a crime to leave that 12-year-old alone and responsible for something else. 

However, in this province. As of this week. Deena Henshaw didn't just say you can come here in as many 
numbers as you want. If we wanted to, If the people of Alberta were paying attention, we could have 4.4 
million people here right now. However, you could go with four of you, only four till the stage 2, and sit with 
your family at a table without a mask on. No problem at all. 

You can sit in the car without a mask on. Yeah, all you people sitting in the car with the mask on. That's 
ridiculous. With members of your family! 

But one of the other things that's in this new. Order from Dana Henshaw is today, you are allowed to be here 
with as many people as you like socially, distanced, including members of your own household. You have to 
wear a mask. Hang on, what are we protesting here? So, you can turn up to a protest wearing a mask, socially 
distanced, and you must not be within 2 meters, even with a mask, of your children 12 and up. 

Now just think back to what I said about me kicking the door in and arresting a mother for abandoning a 12-
year-old. And Deena Hinshaw wants you to abandon your 12-year-old. I'm assuming so, like the City of 
Toronto, they can coerce and lure those 12-year-olds to be vaccinated without consent. Because not just as 
my life as a retired police officer, I'm also one of the world's top privacy compliance consultants and 
cybersecurity. And part of that, means I need to know about privacy laws like in the UK there's DPA 2018, 
Europe as The GDPR. 
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In them they require even adults to have fully informed consent. And consent cannot be assumed. If consent is 
not fully informed or consent is not, is coerced rather. Then it is not consent. 

If you offered a 12-year-old and ice cream to come to a van so you can inject them with drugs. You are a 
criminal. 

There's a time when if I used that sentence, ‘we want to set up a process where we'll law some 12 year old 
children so we can inject experimental drugs into them, but make sure their parents don't know’.  
 
We would have a police task force shutting that down and arresting people. I'm now It's something. That the 
city and the police shared on Twitter! 

That the police attend in Toronto. To prevent anybody going and trying to inform these children. All of this. Is 
criminal. 

Now, what happens with these children? Well, Kenny. As always, you keep putting your foot in your mouth. 
And you talk about Israel. So let's talk about Israel. And the stats one of the most vaccinated countries on the 
planet right now. 

Myocarditis. Ryan mentioned heart issues. Primarily in children, Myocarditis, is at best a lifelong debility. At 
worst, a life shortening or sudden death incident. 

Your chances of dying with COVID right now in the US, based on their stats of their ******** PCR, test and 
everything else is 1.8 people in 100,000. Your chances of developing myocarditis on the second shot of an 
MRNA vaccine, is 1 in 2500. 

This is not a vaccination; it is a lethal injection. It is a lethal injection, being coerced by governments for 
political purposes. That's terrorism. When they coerce them to come to a van so they can inject them. They 
are serial killers. And that is my professional opinion. 

One in 2500. If you are a parent right now, and you've let your child get vaccinated, you’ve still got a bit of 
time. But not a lot. 

Since Wednesday when Kenney announced what he was doing and sold as this lie of your all getting out. 
100,000 Albertans have been vaccinated. 25% of them under the age of 19. 10% of them under the age of 14. 

In the last two days, 5,000 [a day] children under the age of 14 in this Province. What parts not an 
experiment? What part of plans that can only be described as the plans of insane serial killers! 

All my colleagues. These are not the ranting of some fat old ex copper. These are facts. 

While you ride around on your bikes, getting some sun. While you sit in your car waiting for that call for the 
next suicide. When you wait for that next call up to Syncrude for that next suicide, which are rising rapidly, 
they've gone up by 200%. Domestic abuse, substance abuse. All these things keep growing while you're busy 
dealing with them instead of stopping what's causing them.  

The government is executing children. And they're doing it on your watch. And enough is enough. 
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And at the same time as everybody was paying attention to Kenney. Giving you his pretend plans to let you 
out because he's desperate for the Stampede. Guess what one of the biggest booths at the Stampede is 
planned to be? A vaccination booth. 

And you're going to take your kids to there. And they're going to insist you're not to be around your 12 year 
old. 

So what will they entice them with down there? Down in the states. They enticed in Ohio with a $1,000,000 
lottery. Why do we have to entice people? To have vaccines. Where's the money coming from Kenny? 

And why the timing now? Well, while everybody was paying attention to Kenny's little broadcast, the federal 
government were voting. To cancel all elections in Canada during a pandemic four days ago. Now.  
 
He [Kapayuk O Nepowat] doesn't stand alone. We all stand with him.  

But I do have a suggestion. Instead of wasting paper and ink, for the Nuremberg code. Based on the fact that 
327 to one was a vote in Ontario. Let's tattoo the Nuremberg code on Trudeau's ****. And then when all the 
politicians are looking at his **** and kissing it, maybe they can read it. 

And actually, for Kenny, they can put the actual transcript because he's got a fat ***. And I can say that 
because I'm fat. It’s not fattish.  

But yeah, Kenny, we won't just put the code on your *** will put the transcript of the trials and when all the 
coward MLA's who are cowering under the table right now want something to do while I crawl up behind you 
to kiss your ***. Maybe they can read. What is coming for them? 

You don't get away with this. And it is time. It is so long past time for my colleagues to stand up. And finally, 
have the Group of paramedics we talked to and the nurses and the doctors all talking together. 

Every one of them is asking what the hell is going on here! That all done. I know the police officers and sheriffs 
are done with this. 

So, it's now time for you to do something about it. 

But we can't get together, I hear you say. We can't organize, I hear you say, well, you know when they tell you 
they're going to cut your wages by 50% and pretty sure you're *** **** organized then. 

When I joined the police in the 80s. We were given an oath to swear and it goes back to the days of Sir Robert 
Peel. But the oath is not the only thing that is part of what we are expected. It's not the reason we joined the 
job. Most of us didn't even know what the oath was until we after we joined the job. 

Anybody who joined the police? Truly joined the police and put on that uniform with pride, did it for the 
betterment of society.For the number one purpose that every police office should have and that is the 
protection of life and property. 

We'll get to prosecuting because that's in your job. But that's where you're prosecuting [the legislature]. 

It is time you looked at these numbers. It is time you looked at the reality in front of you. The deaths that have 
been the deaths that are coming. 
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If you do nothing. Then that blood is on your hands. Whether you are a doctor and nurse, a politician, or a 
police officer. If you stand by and do nothing, it is on your hands. 

One of my favorite sayings is from Dante Allegory. The darkest places in hell are for those who do nothing in 
the times of moral conflict [crisis]. 

Well right now. Messing up a ticket. Screwing up giving a pastor a document so it's an unlawful arrest, they're 
not helping. Standing there and providing security for AHS, while they execute children, and it is execution. It's 
a lottery, some of them will survive, but the percentages. 

I'm not anti VAX. I've always had all my vaccines. I have the pneumococcal vaccine. I have pulmonary fibrosis. 
Anything like flu would normally kill me. But whatever it is coming here, it's kept me out of hospital for over a 
year. 

You are people I trust. You are the people that have kept me alive. And you are the people that will keep me 
coming here, every day and the suit stays on till this ends. I did say until we get 100,000 people, but that's not 
gonna happen. 

Everybody's off to the book tour in Calgary right now. Do me a favor. Don't buy his book. You already know 
what's in it. And actually, as I said to Josh on the podcast, if his book comes on quilted pages, it might be worth 
picking up because I hear toilet paper is going up again.  

Anyway. So for all my colleagues out there, I'm meeting with lawyers now. And when this starts, when the 
prosecution starts. As you all know, you stand by when you can do something and watch someone die you are 
an accessory after the fact.  
 
So, to all, my colleagues who sit back. It's time for you to step forward. 

It's time for you to be silent no more. It's time for you to do what you promised to do, when you put that 
uniform on and for God's sake, if you won't do it, take the uniform off and let somebody else do it. 

I might need an extra large, but I'm willing to put the uniform back on. 

In the meantime, I wear the suit I come here and talk to you. I do the research. I give you the facts. And you 
keep me alive. 

But too many children are dying and the stats I looked at this week, and the insanity I'm seeing pushed by this 
government makes me weep every day and it has to stop. 

So, all the Chiefs out there, the chiefs of police. EMS. Fire. Justices. Associate Chief Justice Rook, you know this 
is wrong. You know this doesn’t end unless you end it. 

So, one last time. There's only one group of people who are going to end this. We can keep talking here 
forever. But the government is not going to stop ‘till you stop them, and you ensure that they are held 
accountable, so whoever steps into their shoes doesn't do the same, you've just had your example. 

From Green to independent to NDP, to Block Quebec to Liberal to Conservative. Every single one but one 
voted ‘Let's not have any elections’. And the opposition brought that vote. And when the opposition proposes 
something that will stop them being elected and there is no opposition, it's game over Canada. 
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It’s Time for my colleagues. To finally, before any more children die to  DO YOUR JOB. 
 
References: 
Israel  
https://newtube.app/user/Dksdata/FX4ejzR  

https://twitter.com/CaudeHenrion/status/1397517829839200264 

https://www.jpost.com/health-science/covid-19-israel-finds-possible-link-between-vaccine-myocarditis-cases-
666237  

Toronto Ice Cream for Vaccines 

https://twitter.com/cityoftoronto/status/1395857077315244032?s=20 

https://www.toronto.ca/news/city-of-toronto-vaccination-clinic-appointments-opening-to-youth-age-12-and-
older-starting-this-sunday/  

Canada Vote for no voting: 
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https://youtu.be/YyaGhfb9PL8 
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